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ABSTRACT
Large language models (LLMs) can enhance writing by automating
or supporting specific tasks in writers’ workflows (e.g., paraphras-
ing, creating analogies). Leveraging this capability, a collection of
interfaces have been developed that provide LLM-powered tools for
specificwriting tasks. However, these interfaces provide limited sup-
port for writers to create personal tools for their own unique tasks,
and may not comprehensively fulfill a writer’s needs—requiring
them to continuously switch between interfaces during writing. In
this work, we envision LMCanvas, an interface that enables writers
to create their own LLM-powered writing tools and arrange their
personal writing environment by interacting with “blocks” in a
canvas. In this interface, users can create text blocks to encapsu-
late writing and LLM prompts, model blocks for model parameter
configurations, and connect these to create pipeline blocks that
output generations. In this workshop paper, we discuss the design
for LMCanvas and our plans to develop this concept.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The advent of large language models (LLMs)—e.g., GPT-3 [4], GPT-
NeoX [3], Jurassic-1 [15], LaMDA [20]—has transformed the writing
process. Instead of manually drafting passages of text, writers can
now hand over this effort to these models and almost instantly
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generate passages from an initial sentence or phrase. Beyond their
generative capabilities, LLMs demonstrate significant few-shot and
zero-shot performance [4] meaning that they are able to perform
previously unseen tasks with only an instruction and/or a couple
of examples—i.e., a prompt. By leveraging this ability of LLMs,
writers can potentially automate or augment specific tasks in their
workflows by using adequate prompts and, thus, further facilitate
the writing process. For instance, based only on prompt examples
provided for GPT-3 [17], writers can use LLMs to correct grammar,
create an outline, produce analogies, or even change the point-of-
view of a scene.

To seize the opportunity presented by LLMs, an assortment of
products and interfaces have been created that leverage these mod-
els to provide writers with specific tools that automate steps in their
writing workflows. For example, tools such as WordTune [11] and
NotionAI [12] provide editing buttons that the user can click after
selecting text to automatically rewrite it, change its tone, summa-
rize it, elaborate on it, etc. Additionally, a variety of LLM-powered
copywriting tools [1, 7] have also been created that provide writ-
ers with a variety of template forms that they can fill to generate
specific types of writing (e.g., video description or script, blog intro-
duction, article headline). Similarly in academia, various interfaces
have been designed to leverage LLMs to support specific tasks: gen-
erate various forms of figurative language [5], summarize a writer’s
writing [8], brainstorm and combine ideas [9], or propagate writing
edits across a story [14].

While the proliferation of these LLM-driven tools means that
various writing tasks can now be supported, the individual needs
and challenges of writers might not be fulfilled by these tools.
Due to their type of writing, their fluency with a language, or
other factors such as their style and workflow, a writer may have
specific needs and challenges during their writing process. However,
while existing interfaces provide a general set of tools, they provide
limited or no support for the writer to create their own tools to
support their unique tasks. Further, an interface may not provide a
comprehensive set of tools that supports all of the writer’s tasks and,
thus, the writer may need to constantly switch between multiple
interfaces to support their workflows. As a result, the writer needs
to scatter and adapt their writing workflow across a variety of
interfaces.
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In this work, we envision a canvas-based interface that enables
writers to create their own personalized LLM-driven tools and con-
figure them into one cohesive writing environment. Inspired by
object-oriented interaction [2, 6, 10, 22–24] and block-based pro-
gramming [18], we present the design for LMCanvas, an interface
that enables users to interact with text and model blocks to flexi-
bly create and arrange LLM-powered tools. Through the interface,
users can create text blocks to encapsulate both their writing and
LLM prompts, keep drafts as separate blocks, and organize them in
the canvas. By connecting text blocks to model blocks (i.e., blocks
that represent a set of model configurations), users can create LM
pipelines, tools, that generate outputs as text blocks based on the
input text and model block. After creating a set of tools, the user can
flexibly arrange them in the canvas to create a writing environment
customized to their needs and preferences. In this workshop paper,
we discuss our design of the envisioned LMCanvas and future work
to develop this concept.

2 LMCANVAS: DESIGN CONCEPT
In our envisioned interface, LMCanvas, writers can create four
types of objects in an infinite canvas: text blocks, model blocks, and
pipeline blocks. All of these blocks can be flexibly moved, copy-
pasted, deleted, and connected to each other. Below, we detail the
specific interactions that we aim to support for each type of block.

2.0.1 Text Blocks. In the canvas, the writer can create text blocks,
which are objects that the writer can type text into and edit. When
writing with LLMs, text can represent different types of content:
actual writing, prompts, examples for prompts, generated outputs,
etc. By compartmentalizing text into modular blocks, our interface
allows the writer to flexibly organize and structure these different
forms of text in their writing environment. For example, the writer
can use a text block as their main text editor, maintain text blocks on
the side containing alternative versions for certain paragraphs, and
keep a text block with a prompt template to reuse when creating
LLM-powered tools.

To support flexible use of text blocks, we design the following
interactions specific to these blocks. Resizing allows the writer to

Figure 1: Illustrations for the concatenate, split, and input
interactions supported in text blocks.

change the format of text blocks for different types of usage (e.g., a
larger block for a text editor) or to decrease their size to decrease
clutter in the screen. When the writer decides that they do not
have to keep two text blocks separate anymore (e.g., decided on
the final versions for the first two verses of their poem), they can
concatenate these blocks by drag-and-dropping one text block
into the other. Alternatively, if the writer needs to modularize or
separate certain parts of a text (e.g., to only draft one part of a
paragraph), they can split off text by selecting it and dragging it
outwards—creating a new text block. To allow writers to create
reusable LLM-powered tools, the interface allows the user to create
text blocks to which they can input other text blocks. Specifically,
the user types the “[[input]]” command in a text block to create an
“input prong”. Then they can attach other blocks into this prong to
replace the “[[input]]” command with the content of the attached
text block. Finally, as writers may want writing support tools to act
on selected text (e.g., generate metaphor for selected phrase or edit
selected text to be shorter), the interface also allows users to create
select blocks by typing the “[[select]]” command in a text block.
The content of these blocks are replaced by any text that the user
selects in the canvas.

2.0.2 Model Blocks. LLMs possess various parameters that control
the generation process. For example, the temperature parameter
determines the probability of the model generating more out-of-
distribution or improbable text. Prior work has demonstrated that,

Figure 2: Model blocks represent a set of parameter config-
urations that the writer can configure, copy, and reuse. By
connecting model blocks to text blocks, writers can create
pipeline blocks that allow them to generate outputs based
on the nested text and parameters.
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Figure 3: The output container of pipeline blocks can be connected to text blocks to add generations as continuations, or to the
input prongs of text blocks to chain pipelines.

when writing with LLMs, different configurations of these parame-
ters can satisfy different user needs [13]. Thus, to support writers
to set, test, and reuse parameter configurations, LMCanvas allows
users to create multiple model blocks with different combinations
of parameters (Figure 2). These blocks represents an instance of pa-
rameter configurations that the writer can reconfigure by clicking
on a parameter and using the displayed widgets to change its value.

2.0.3 Pipeline Blocks. To generate text with the LLM, the user can
connect a text block to a model block to create a pipeline block
(Figure 2). When a writer clicks on “generate” in a pipeline block,
the interface uses the nested text block as input and the model block
as the parameter configurations to generate an output, which is
presented as a text block. To test multiple inputs and parameter
configurations, the writer can also expand a pipeline block by
adding additional text and model blocks. In this case, when the
pipeline block generates, it produces a generation for each pairing
of text and model blocks inside the pipeline block.

By default, each time a pipeline block generates, it adds the gen-
eration as a text block in the output container—the box containing
“1” that prongs out of the pipeline block as seen in Figure 2. How-
ever, through drag-and-drop, the writer can connect this output
container to (1) a text block to add the generations from the pipeline
as continuations to that text block (left in Figure 3), or (2) an input
prong to chain multiple pipeline blocks together and create more
complex tools [21] (right in Figure 3). Additionally, if the writer
connects the output of a pipeline to a select block, the interface
replaces any text selected across all text blocks in the canvas with
the generation produced by the pipeline. These various forms of
connecting pipeline blocks can enable the writer to create a variety
of tools from the same basic blocks.

3 FUTUREWORK
In this workshop paper, we outlined the foundational objects and
interactions that we aim to support in our envisioned LMCanvas.
Our goal with this interface is to enable writers to more effectively
leverage LLMs by personalizing their use to fit their unique work-
flows, needs, and challenges. At the current stage of the project,
we have developed an initial prototype that supports the three
objects presented in this paper and their basic interactions. With
this prototype, we are planning to conduct formative studies to un-
derstand the various tools that writers can create with LMCanvas,
the benefits and drawbacks of the interfaces, and additional blocks

and interactions that writers might need. Based on the findings, we
plan to improve and expand on the concept. Beyond the directions
for improvement to be distilled from the formative study, there are
additional future directions that we plan to pursue with LMCanvas.

First, an additional benefit of representing writing as text blocks
is that this can enable the interface to maintain a separate history
for each text block.With this modularized history, writers can check
on and revert changes for only specific parts of their writing, and
they can also reflect back on their generation attempts by seeing
what inputs and parameter configurations were previously used.
We are planning to implement this modularized history for text
blocks and to enable users to interact with it—e.g., dragging the
text input that generated a text block out from the history and into
the canvas.

Second, in future versions of LMCanvas, we aim to support
various types of output containers for pipeline blocks. Currently,
the prototype only supports containers that keep generated text
blocks as a list. However, when dealing with a large quantity of
generated outputs, writers may need alternative methods to look at
and explore generated outputs. For example, generations could be
encoded in a scatterplot [16] to enable the writer to visualize the
output space.

Finally, identifying effective prompts (i.e., prompt engineering) is
a major hurdle in leveraging LLMs. While tools have been designed
to facilitate this in well-defined tasks where there is a “ground-
truth” [19], there is limited work that investigated how to sup-
port prompt engineering in open-ended and more creative tasks.
Through our initial versions of LMCanvas, we aim to investigate
mechanisms to facilitate prompt engineering in open-ended writ-
ing and to incorporate these into the interface. For example, the
interface could allow writers to drag-and-drop text blocks into
pipeline blocks as positive or negative examples, and leverage these
in the back-end to produce outputs more aligned to the writers’
preferences.
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